Molecular dynamics study to investigate the effect of chemical substitutions of methionine 35 on the secondary structure of the amyloid beta (Abeta(1-42)) monomer in aqueous solution.
In this study, all-atom molecular dynamics simulations in the explicit water solvent are performed to investigate conformational changes in the secondary structure of the Abeta(1-42) monomer associated with the substitution of the Cgamma-methylene position of the Met35 amino acid residue by sulfoxide (Met35(O)), sulfone (Met35(O2)), and norleucine (Met35(CH2)). The effects of these substitutions on the structural changes that occur in three distinct regions (the central hydrophobic core (CHC) region 17-21 (LVFFA), stable turn segment 24-27 (VGSN), and second hydrophobic region 29-35 (GAIIGLM)) of all monomers have been analyzed in detail, and results are compared with experiments. Our 20 ns simulations indicate that the most significant changes take place in the second hydrophobic region of the Met35(O) and Met35(O2) monomers. However, for the Met35(CH2) monomer, this region does not exhibit significant deviations. In comparison to the wild-type (WT)-Abeta(1-42) monomer, for Met35(O) the second hydrophobic region is characterized by the formation of internal beta-sheets separated by stable turns, whereas for Met35(O2) it exhibits a more helical conformation. These substantial changes in the secondary structure can be explained in terms of an increase in the computed dipole moment and solvent accessible surface area (SASA) per residue of these substituents. These structural modifications can affect interaction between monomers, which in turn may influence the oligomerization process involved in Alzheimer's disease (AD).